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House Resolution 426

By: Representatives Burnough of the 77th, Jones of the 60th, Cannon of the 58th, and Schofield

of the 63rd 

A RESOLUTION

Honoring and commending Alichia Cruz; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Alichia Cruz began her extensive and distinguished career in radio in her2

hometown of Baltimore, Maryland, where she attended the Broadcasting Institute of3

Maryland and thereafter co-hosted mornings on Oc104; and4

WHEREAS, while working at Radio One Baltimore, she co-created and co-hosted The D.A.5

Show on WERQ, which topped Saturday ratings for five years across multiple demographics;6

and7

WHEREAS, in 2015, Alichia and her family relocated to Georgia, where she eventually8

secured a weekend/fill-in role with CMG Atlanta on B98.5 & Kiss 104.1, which led to her9

hosting mornings full-time on Magic 102-1 with CMG Athens; and10

WHEREAS, now working at 95-9 The Beat of Athens, Alichia's passion for radio combined11

with her engaging personality and versatility make her a sought after talent in the industry;12

and13
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WHEREAS, this distinguished gentlewoman has given inspiration to many through her high14

ideals, morals, and deep concern for her fellow citizens, and she possesses the vast wisdom15

which only comes through experience and the strength of character which is achieved16

through overcoming the many challenges of life; and17

WHEREAS, she is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable reputation for18

integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and19

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this20

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.21

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that22

the members of this body honor and commend Alichia Cruz for her many outstanding career23

accomplishments and extend their most sincere best wishes for continued health and24

happiness.25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized26

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to27

Alichia Cruz.28


